
The Oaks’ Third Annual Latin Boot Camp a.D. MMXXI 

Aeneas Silvius says “Sine litterīs omnis aetās caeca est, nec aliēnō 
carēre dūcātū potest illiterātus princeps”—Every age without letters is 
blind, and an illiterate prince will never lack another’s thrall: an unlettered 
prince will never lead but always be lead by others.  What a grand 
opportunity we have this year as Christ’s students to shine forth and 
prepare “to be fit leaders some day” by learning our Latin letters.  On that 
note, The Oaks Latin School cordially and with great cheer, invites all 
fourth through tenth-grade new students and their parents to the third 
annual Latin Boot Camp from 9:00 to 1:00 on Monday, Tuesday, and 
Wednesday August 23rd-25th in Room MP 5.   

Our aim is manifold:  to introduce our curriculum, Lingua Latina Per Se 
Illustrata; to demonstrate some of the instructional means and methods we 
use in the classroom; to relieve unnecessary stress related to the difficulty 
of learning Latin via a happy exchange of fearful anxiety for courageous 
confidence and a steady hand; and to cast a long-term vision for the study 
of Latin literature at The Oaks.  There are about three hours worth of 
immersive sessions on the schedule to be taught Latinly from first 
principles through the first chapter, or two, of the book we use.  Short 
breaks and time for a bite to eat at lunch are scheduled as well as a 
lengthier Q & A session at the end of all sessions on Wednesday.  The less 
Latin you’ve had the better.  If you’ve had none, better still.  Please come 
prepared with the following materials:  the text—Lingua Latīna Per Sē 
Illustrāta, workbook—Exercitia Latīna, whiteboard, whiteboard 
marker, pencil or pen, and paper.  Entertainment will be provided by the 
Latin lineup this year: Jessica Woodroof, Ross Tasche and Eric Indgjerd. 


